Development and testing of a chemical mechanism for atmospheric photochemical transformations of 1,3-butadiene.
1,3-Butadiene (BD) in the atmosphere is a highly reactive hazardous air pollutant, which has a short lifetime and is quickly transformed to reaction products, some of which are also toxic. The ability to predict exposure to BD and its' products requires models with chemical mechanisms which can simulate these transformations. The atmospheric photochemical reactions of BD have been studied in the University of North Carolina Outdoor smog chamber, which has been used for over 30 years to test photochemical mechanisms for air quality simulation models for ozone. Experiments have been conducted under conditions of real sunlight and realistic temperature and humidity to study the transformations of BD and to develop and test chemical mechanisms for the simulation of these processes. Experimental observation of time-concentration data of BD decay and the formation of many products is compared to simulation results. This chemical mechanism can be incorporated into air quality simulation models which can be used to estimate ambient concentrations needed for exposure estimates.